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ABSTRACT 
The California High-Speed Rail in California has exceeded its 
budget and proven that typical methods of laying out High-Speed 
Rail were inefficient and detrimental to residents. By analyzing 
routes where the High-Speed Rail could instead be routed through 
medians or dead space around existing freeways, the project team 
determined the feasibility and cost efficiency of such an undertaking. 
The team analyzed multiple routes and upon choosing the best route, 
completed a curve analysis on a portion of the alignment, as well as 
completed an analysis on typical bridges that would be required. The 
analysis proved that utilizing this median space was not only 
possible along the chosen route, but also had large cost savings. The 
team identified bridges and land acquisition as major cost 
components that massively increased project cost. The team, 
therefore, advises that the California High-Speed Rail Authority and 
other state agencies planning on building high-speed rail consider 
cooperating with their state transportation department as necessary to 
facilitate High-Speed Rail construction in medians of freeways 
where feasible to save on cost and reduce impacted areas. 
Keywords: ​ High-Speed Trains, California High-Speed Rail 
Authority, Cost Effectiveness, California, California. Dept. of 
Transportation 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project History 
The current California High-Speed Rail (CAHSR) project, shown in ​Figure 1.1 (left),​ was 
started in 1996 with the establishment of the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CAHSRA). 
The CAHSRA began construction of the central valley segment between Bakersfield and Madera 
in 2015. According to Mercury News, a local San Jose newspaper, approximately $4 billion has 
been spent so far with an estimated total cost of $77 billion to connect Sacramento, San Diego, 
San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Just this year, California Governor, Gavin Newsom, declared 
that CAHSR funding would cease after completion of the central valley segment between 
Madera and Bakersfield. Much of the central valley segment is underway, as shown in ​Figure 
1.1 (right). ​The projects that are underway are bridges and viaducts with rail lines being 
constructed after the completion of these overheads. 
Figure 1.1: ​The left figure shows the entire CAHSR project, which hopes to connect San Francisco to Los Angeles 
and then Sacramento and San Diego. The center figure shows the focus for this project, the central valley segment 
passing through cities like Fresno, Madera & Bakersfield. The right figure shows current construction projects in the 
central valley underway as of 12/2/2019. 
For this senior design project, alternative routes were analyzed for the existing California 
High-Speed Rail Central Valley segment. By developing a detailed alignment of the chosen 
route, including an analysis of the superstructure of overheads and underpasses, the team 
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proposed a solution that would be less impactful to local farmers and communities which could 
potentially be more cost-effective and environmentally friendly in the future. 
As proposed in the preliminary project presentation, the innovative solution for this 
project was to construct the High-Speed Rail (HSR) in the dead space utilized by existing 
transportation corridors, such as Interstate 5 (I-5) and CA Route 99 (CA 99), instead of forging a 
new path for the HSR. 
1.2 Objectives 
The first objective was to investigate three different segments other than those proposed by the 
HSRA, the government agency tasked with engineering design and construction of the rail 
system. The three alternatives were compared against the California High-Speed Rail Authority’s 
Alignment (HSRAA), which was the alignment under construction. The best of the three 
alignments according to the alternative analysis report was focused on for the remainder of the 
project. This goal was completed in Fall Quarter 2019 and is available in SECTION 3. 
The second objective was to take a smaller segment of that alignment and do a full 
curvature analysis on this segment. This analysis showed the team the feasibility of placing the 
HSR in the median of the highway, even though the HSR has a longer curve radius than 
highways. This was a major engineering component of the design and incorporated financial 
costs and feasibility of laying track in the median. 
The third objective was to complete two Advanced Planning Studies of a typical 
overhead and underpass for the HSR/Highway combination. This objective was imperative to a 
financial analysis, as there are almost 150 bridges that would need to be built or refurbished for a 
selected alignment. 
These three objectives built up to the fourth and final objective: cost and farmland 
impact. By utilizing a typical cross section, rail length, and a total count of bridges, the team was 
able to create an estimate for the material and land cost for the project. See the scope of work 
section, directly below, for the complete layout and planned fulfillment of these objectives. 
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1.3 Scope of Work 
● PACKAGE 1: Horizontal and Vertical Alignment for 16 mile segment  (Jossian) 
○ Curve analysis using software GIS/AutoCAD 
○ Correct curve radius was used 
○ Determined what changes to I-5 would be needed to complete that segment 
○ Calculated square footage impact of neighboring farmland 
○ Cut and fill calculations were completed  
● PACKAGE 2: Replacement of two bridges (Devin) 
○ One roadway overpass and one road underpass 
○ Super structure analysis to get one page summary  
■ Determined length and height requirements 
■ Used Caltrans code for base design 
■ Designed to conform to CAHSRA height standards 
■ Determined area impact 
○ Financial Analysis, to ultimately get a price per bridge 
● PACKAGE 3: Analysis and Comparison of New Route (Devin & Jossian) 
○ Ridership estimates 
○ Impacted Area 
■ Computed impact from bridge replacements & realignment requirements 
○ Cost 
■ Computed cost per mile using modern day prices and the cross section 
drawings 
■ Computed cost per bridge when necessary 
○ Comparison of Cost & Impacted Area to original CAHSRA project 




1.4 Roles & Responsibilities 
● Jossian Pineda - Senior Rail Engineer 
○ Primarily responsible for Package 1 
○ Responsible for rail alignment drawings via AutoCad/GIS/equal alternative 
● Devin Schmidt - Chief Structural Engineer 
○ Primarily responsible for Package 2 
○ Responsible for structural analysis of replacement bridges - to comply with 
CAHSRA height regulations 
○ Responsible for creation of typical structural cross sections to fit into the median 
of I-5 
1.5 Schedule 
The planned schedule had five major milestones required for completion. The first was the 
completion of Package 1 from the scope of work, which was expected by 2/26/20. The second 
was the completion of Package 2, which was expected by 3/25/20. The third was the completion 
of Package 3 and any further analysis, which was expected by 4/14/20. The fourth milestone was 
the Santa Clara University senior design conference on 5/28/20. The last milestone was the thesis 




SECTION 2: DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS 
 
2.1 Project Criteria 
For the project, three project criteria were given priority and defined as “Goals to Reduce.” 
Additionally, eight design criteria were selected to guide the project’s alternative analysis and 
design process. These reduction goals are defined generally in this section, while the means and 
methods of weighing and scoring the alternative alignments are defined in SECTION 3. These 
project criteria are summarized in ​Table 2.1​. The additional considerations were created out of 
smaller considerations that were important to the design and placement of the HSR system. 
 
Table 2.1:​ Summarized Project Criteria. 
Goals to Reduce 
Farmland Impact 
Impacted Bridges 




Conflicting Transportation Systems 
Station Location & Accessibility 




Local Agencies & NIMBY Issues 
 
The first goal to reduce was minimizing farmland impact. The team wanted to minimize 
the farmland that the HSR impacts to avoid destruction of important agricultural areas. Also by 
minimizing land impact to local communities, they would be more willing to have the HSR 
alignment pass through. Farmland also proved to be a high cost item to the CAHSRA and 
therefore played to both reducing local community impact and lowering project costs. The 
second and third reduction goals stem from the goal of minimizing the cost of the project. The 
current bridge vertical clearances are not acceptable for CAHSRA design codes, so many bridges 
along each alignment would need to be replaced, or new bridges would need to be built. The 
number of potential bridge locations therefore needed to be considered. Rail length was required 




2.2 Codes & Standards 
● California High-Speed Rail Authority Design Criteria (Chapter 3-6, 12) 
● California High-Speed Rail Authority Technical Memorandum 
● California High-Speed Rail Authority Directive Drawings 
● 2012 AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
● Caltrans Technical Manuals 
● AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
 
2.3 Non-Technical Considerations 
A high-speed rail system has many social implications on local communities, both during 
construction and after. If careful considerations are not taken, communities could be cut in half 
by the high-speed rail lines. Residential property value near these lines (but not near stations) 
may drop in value due to the noise and vibration of train operation. Thus, the rail route should be 
prioritized closer to industrial and existing rail lines, if possible.  
Political issues arise naturally out of a large government funded project, mainly due to 
the issue of cost. Somehow, taxpayers will have to pay for this project, whether through 
long-term bonds or through higher taxes. Then there was the issue of the high-speed rail project 
being far from large population hubs, such as San Francisco and Los Angeles, meaning these 
taxpayers are experiencing zero benefit from the project until the completion of the entire 
segment. In Gavin Newsom’s February 2019 State of the State speech, he announced that the 
project would be put to a halt after the segment between Merced and Bakersfield was completed. 
The CAHSR may come to a halt, but engineering for the future projects could continue, 
especially if only on paper. If other alternatives are created, then politicians and taxpayers could 
have more choices and hopefully come to an agreement. 
The HSR has potential environmental pros and cons, and each aspect must be considered 
when designing an alignment. In general, the HSR should help environmentally by cutting down 
on car and plane trips, both of which rely on fossil fuels. Transfer options could also be 
considered when determining station locations for instance, if the alignment could serve other 
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transit options such as airports or other train stations. Local car rides could be cut down by 
having these long distance transit options close to each other.  
The HSR has potential negative environmental effects, mainly due to its large carbon 
impact upon construction. Many of the materials used in construction such as steel and concrete, 
have a large carbon footprint. The benefits of saved trips needs to be considered before investing 
in such a large upfront carbon cost. One of the ways more trips could be saved, and therefore 
more emissions could be reduced, was by allowing freight onto the HSR. This would require 
coordination with freight networks and could lead to a conflict with traditional railway 
companies such as Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway and Union Pacific. 
Engineers are tasked with keeping the public safe, so with a new transportation network, 
public safety needs to be considered paramount. According to a National Safety Council review 
of 10 years of transportation fatalities, for every mile traveled, car drivers and passengers are 
more than 10 times more likely to die in accidents than passenger rail riders. In 21 years between 
1990 and 2011, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics shows that nearly 900,000 people died in 
highway crashes, while fewer than 15,000 died in train collisions (National Safety Council 
2011). Although these statistics are for regular train systems, HSR would be built with even 
more safeguards than regular rail, so much better safety should be expected for the average 
person on HSR than when driving. 
One of the safety concerns of placing the high-speed rail alignment in the median of 
Interstate 5 was that there would no longer be a recovery zone for drivers on the freeway. In the 
freeway/HSR combination alignments, a car would instead hit a concrete wall. Most urban 
freeways are built with a concrete divider so the concern with vehicle safety was ensuring that 
vehicles, including trucks, would be unable to pass over the barrier and cause derailment. 
 
2.4 Potential Impact Study Areas 
Study areas are important for ensuring the safeguarding of historical resources, agricultural 
lands, local wetlands, and local hydrology. Many of these aspects were considered by the 
CAHSRA in their statewide alignment study. For this alternative analysis, these criteria were not 
used, as it was out of the project scope. 
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Generally, vibration only has a significant impact in urban areas. Beyond regular 
residential buildings, sensitive and specific areas, such as historical structures could be affected. 
The noise and vibration were broken down into high, medium, and low potential impacts. For 
example, there could be high potential impact for noise in urban areas and/or low potential 
impacts of vibration and noise in the overall segment.  
Historical resources or artifacts in the area had to be considered when designing the 
alignment. The archaeological area of potential effect was defined as 500 ft on each side of the 
alignment centerline for new routes requiring additional right-of-way, and 100 ft on each side of 
the centerline for routes along existing highways and railroads, where very little additional 
right-of-way would be required. The study area for paleontological resources was defined as 100 
ft on each side of the alignment centerline. 
Agricultural land impacts had to be considered when analyzing the project. The farmland 
resources study area was defined as 50 ft on each side of alignment centerline (100 ft  total) 
when the alignment was separate from an existing rail corridor. When the alignment was 
adjacent to an existing rail corridor, the study area would extend 100 ft from the rail right-of-way 
on the side the alignment would run.  
Local hydrology and water resources had to be considered for each of the alignments, 
such as potential impacts to nearby streams, lakes and other water bodies within study areas. For 
example, use of an existing rail area or unused highway dead space reduces potential hydrology 
impacts. For this project, however, the local hydrology and water resources were out of the 
team’s specialty making this criteria out of scope. 
Wetlands and special status species’ habitat needed to be considered for this project’s 
potential impact area. The study area was defined as a total of 50 ft (25 ft on each side of the 
alignment). Habitat considerations were important to the team personally, but due to the inability 






SECTION 3: ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 Description of Alternatives 
Three alternative alignments were developed by utilizing the innovative idea of placing the high 
speed rail inside medians and empty space along existing freeways and transportation corridors 
in the central valley. The three created alignments and the HSRAA are shown in ​Figure 3.1. 
Alignment 1, the red alignment, places the HSR in the center of the median of Interstate 5 for 
most of its route (this assumes that the median of Interstate 5 would be available for use, and 
would be excluded from future freeway widening). Alignment 2, the bright green alignment, 
utilizes the same route as alignment 1, but includes a spur to Fresno, in order to capture the 
potential riders from there. Alignment 3, the orange alignment, was placed in the dead space 
between CA Route 99 and existing railroad tracks. The “status quo” of this project was the 
HSRAA, part of which is under construction, shown in blue in ​Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: ​Overhead view of the three alternatives as well as the HSRAA which is shown in blue. 
 
The CAHSRA also did an alternative analysis on the Fresno to Bakersfield alignment. 
They proposed six different alignments, which were judged based on the physical and 
operational characteristics and the potential environmental impacts. The criteria taken into 
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account for the physical and operational characteristics were: length of alignment, cost, travel 
time and constructability. Furthermore, the potential environmental impacts were judged based 
on the following criteria: travel conditions, noise and vibration, land use and planning, 
communities and neighborhoods, property, environmental justice, farmlands, cultural resources 
and paleontological resources, hydrology and water resources, and biological resources including 
wetlands.  
The CAHSRA did not take into consideration the alignment that goes in the median of 
Interstate 5 when they conducted their statewide High-Speed Train Alignment Options 
Comparison. The American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
and California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) have guidelines for empty space between 
freeway lanes as a recovery zone so drivers could recover after losing control. This requirement 
would need to be modified for Interstate 5 to be more in line with urban medians where concrete 
barriers are provided to minimize head-on collision damage rather than providing a recovery 
zone. 
3.2 Criteria Weighting 
A scale of 1 to 10 was used to weigh each of the project criteria found in SECTION 2, where 10 
was the highest weighted and 1 was the least weighted. For each criteria, a score of 1 to 5 was 
assigned with 5 usually being the best and 1 being the worst, although each criteria had a defined 
scale as explained below. A summarized matrix of the weightings for each criteria is shown at 
the end of the section in Table 3.1​.
In the alternative analysis, farmland impact was assigned a weight of 10 since one of the 
project’s goals was to reduce farmland impact. For this criteria, a score of 3 was designated to 
the amount of farmland impacted by the HSRAA. Additionally, if the farmland impact was lower 
than that from the HSRAA, the alignment would receive a score of 1 to 2 depending on how 
close it was to the HSRAA impacted farmland. Furthermore, if the impacted farmland area was 
lower than that from HSRAA, the alignment would receive a score between 4 and 5.  
The rail length was assigned a weight of 5 because it was a factor that contributed to the 
farmland impact. The HSRAA length was assigned a score of 3, and if the other proposed 
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alignments had a longer rail length, then the alignment would be assigned a score of 1 or 2. 
Furthermore, if the alignment had a shorter rail length than that of the HSRAA’s alignment 
length, then a score of 4 or 5 would be assigned. 
Terrain complexity was given a low weight of 2 since most of the central valley region is 
located on flat land. Also, all the proposed alignments on the alternative analysis including 
HSRAA would be located on similar terrain. The same process as the rail length criteria was 
used to assign scores to each alignment.  
Station location and accessibility was given a low weight of 3 because the goal of the 
project was to transport people from Southern to Northern California without having to stop at 
all of the cities in the central valley. A score of 1 or 2 was assigned if the train stations were one 
hour or more from the nearest city. Additionally, if the stations were located 10 to 30 minutes 
outside of towns and cities, a score of 3 was given. For stations located in towns and cities, a 
score of 5 was designated. 
Impacted bridges increase the cost of the project; therefore a weight of 8 was given. The 
same method as farmland impact was used to designate the scores to each alignment. The scores 
were based on the same or similar number of bridges as the HSRAA’s route (score of 3), higher 
number of bridges (score of 1 or 2), and lower number of bridges (score of 4 or 5). Moreover, the 
criteria of alignment conflicting with existing transportation systems was assigned a weight of 7 
because if there were a lot of conflicts, costly superstructures would be needed to pass over or 
under existing transportation systems (existing rails and highways). A score of 1 was given to the 
alignment if  it conflicted with 35 or more transportation systems, a score of 4 was designated if 
it conflicted with 20 to 25 transportation systems. Finally a score of 5 was assigned if it 
conflicted with 15 or less transportation systems.  
Connecting existing transportation systems, like airports and bus stations, had a weight of 
7 because transfer points could potentially reduce the amount of people using their cars to get to 
the train stations, which will result in less CO2 emissions generated by the transportation sector. 
A score of 1 was given if there were 0 to 5 transportation systems near stations. If there were 14 
to 18 transportation systems, a score of 3 was assigned, and a score of 5 was assigned if there 
were 22 or more transportation systems near the stations.  
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Local ridership was weighed a score of 4 because the HSR's main goal was to connect 
people that would travel longer distances and not to transport people that would travel to nearby 
cities. In this case, other types of transportation systems, such as buses and light rails, could be 
used to transport people to nearby cities. The ridership of the HSRAA was assigned a score of 3. 
If the ridership was lower than the ridership of the HSRAA, a score of 1 or 2 was given, and if 
the ridership was significantly greater (100,000 more people) than that of HSRAA, a score of 
five was designated.  
The travel time criteria was essentially an extension of rail length but also included the 
number of stations and the declaration time for the stations. This metric was very much an 
estimate, as the acceleration speed of the train was not exactly known. Since this criteria was 
very much an extension of one of the reduction goals, it was given a low weight of 4. Similar to 
other criteria, the HSRAA was assigned the middle value of 3. A longer travel time was assigned 
a lower score of 1 - 2, and a shorter travel time was given a higher value of 4 - 5. 
Curve issues were important for this specific design, as sharp curves would reduce the 
design speed. In order to maintain the design speed, the freeway around the HSR may have 
needed to be rebuilt. In some cases, the existing road curvature could have deemed that 
alignment impossible if a sharp turn occured at a complex interchange or in the middle of a city. 
Sharp curves were defined as curves on the alignment that had a radius smaller than 18,000 ft, as 
it would be impossible for high speed trains to make a safe turn without detaching from the rail. 
This criteria was given a weight of 6 because curve issues were expected to be minimal for the 
new alignments. The HSRAA was given a score of 1 to 2 because of the complex viaducts and 
projects needed to accomodate the complex turns the CAHSRA designed. A score of 4 to 5 
meant the alignment would have less sharp turns, and a score of 1 meant the alignment had more. 
Local Agency and NIMBY issues could bring the project to a complete halt, especially if 
local agencies refuse to coordinate with the HSRA. If farmers or local residents refuse to move, 
eminent domain would need to be used, which could take months or even years to process, 
resulting in long delays and possibly high litigation costs. Due to these issues, this criteria was 
given a weight of 4 to 5. The HSRAA was given a score of 3 as the status quo with 
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approximately 13 agencies. Alignments that had less agencies were given a higher score, and 
those with more agencies received a lower score. 
3.3 Comparison of Alternatives 
The reduction goal of impact on farmland was developed by an equation based on the number of 
bridges and rail lengths on each respective alignment. The equation is given as  
,A = L × W + B × Ab Equation 3.1 
where L is the length of the rail alignment, W is the typical cross sectional width of the rail line 
of 52 ft which comes from the High-Speed Rail Authority’s plan set, B is the number of road, 
river, freeway, & rail crossings, and is the typical bridge impact area. The typical impactAb  
bridge area was estimated using Google Earth and looked at a typical overpass that is part of the 
under construction CAHSR. ​Figure 3.2 ​ shows where Avenue 11 crosses the CAHSR tracks and 
creates a bridge footprint. The road and track width are excluded to prevent double counting of 
the impact area. This equation produces a rough estimate of the impacted area but does not 
compensate for areas not impacting farmland, such as the alignment 1 which utilizes empty 
space in the median. 
Figure 3.2: ​The white area shows a typical impact area from grading for the bridge and totals approximately 
323,000 .f t2  
The HSRAA was calculated to have an impact area of 4.05 square miles and was given a 
score of 3 as a baseline score. Alignment 1 had the least impact area with only 2.63 square miles 
impacted. This value could also be reduced by more than 80% assuming the alignment would fit 
within the median instead of through farmland. Alignment 2 had a higher impact than alignment 
1 with about 3.25 square miles of affected farmland. This alignment could be given a similar 
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reduction as alignment 1. Alignment 3 had the highest farmland impact with about 4.27 square 
miles of impacted area. This alignment would not get as much reduction because it passes 
through many downtown areas and farm areas that would need to be demolished. 
Slope design was very important to HSR design to avoid speed slowdowns for the train. 
Since the central valley is, in general, very flat though, the terrain complexity criteria was given 
a low weight of 2. Elevation profiles were generated in Google Earth from the alignment 
polylines and are available in ​Appendix D ​. The HSRAA was considered the best case scenario 
as it traveled through the center of the valley, where the terrain is very flat (1.1%, -1.2% 
maximum) and was given the maximum score. The other alignments were then graded based 
around their maximum slopes and total elevation change in comparison to HSRAA. The 
elevation data from Google Earth appeared accurate when looking at an elevation map of 
California and therefore gave an appropriate estimate for the terrain complexity. 
The third criteria considered was the potential number of bridges along each alignment. 
This criteria was given a very high weighting, as bridges are a major cost factor for the HSR 
projects and at-grade crossings are not permitted. ​Figure 3.3​, below, shows the intersections of 
each alignment with a paved road, freeway, river, or rail line. The count for this reduction goal 
was an estimate, as each intersection may not require a bridge. Many intersections could be 
closed and have their traffic rerouted, as opposed to building a bridge at every crossing. As with 
many of these criteria, the HSRAA was given the average score of 3, meaning alignments with 
less bridges were given a higher score, and alignments with more bridges, a lower score. 
Alignment 1 scored best in this category with only 84 total crossings, half that of the HSRAA 
with 190 crossings. Alignment 2 received a score of 4 for its 137 bridges, while alignment 3 had 
more bridges, giving a score of 1. 
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Figure 3.3: ​This map shows the locations where the alignments would pass over or under existing road and rail 
networks, as well as required river crossings.  
The conflicting transportation systems that were considered in the macro analysis were 
highways and rail tracks because it would have a higher cost to replace or modify them. In 
addition, more agency and processes would need to be involved to adjust highways and rail 
tracks. The analysis of these alignments and their conflicts with other transportation networks 
was conducted using Google Earth Pro. The HSRAA has a conflict with 15 highways and 11 rail 
tracks. Alignment 1 has a conflict with 14 highways and one rail track. Alignment 2 has a 
conflict with 23 highways and one rail track. Additionally, the third proposed alignment, 
alignment 3, has the most conflicts with existing transportation networks with 35 highways and 
one rail track.  
The next criteria considered was the station’s location and accessibility by car. Alignment 
1 was given the worst score in this category, as it only has one station that was very far from any 
population hubs. This alignment serves primarily to connect the San Francisco and Los Angeles 
segments of the project. Alignment 3 received a very high score because it passes through all 
major cities along the east side of the central valley and was within a 30 minute driving distance 
to those it does not pass through. 
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Transportation systems near HSR stations were analyzed by looking at suggested train 
stations, shown as white squares in ​Figure 3.1 ​, and seeing their proximity to other transit 
systems like bus stops, train stations, and airports. The HSRAA has a total of four train stations 
along the alignment, which has a total of 19 bus stops near train stations, while alignment 1 has 
one train station and does not have any type of transportation systems near the station. Alignment 
2 with a connection to Fresno has a total of two train stations and 18 bus stops near possible train 
stations. Furthermore, alignment 3 has five train stations with 21 bus stops nearby. Additionally, 
it was the only alignment that had two airports near train stations. 
To estimate the local ridership for the HSR, the population of the cities that were near 
each alignment was taken into account. These calculations can be found in ​Appendix C ​ with the 
full alternative analysis matrix. The HSRAA would have an estimated local ridership of 784,932 
people, alignment 1 has the lowest local ridership out of all the proposed alignments with 87,240 
people. Also, alignment 2 would have an estimated local ridership of 614,876 people. 
Additionally, alignment 3 has the greatest local ridership with 913,630 people.  
The travel time was calculated assuming that the high speed train will, on average, travel 
at 200 miles per hour (mph) along the distance traveled from Bakersfield to Los Baños. The 
travel time was estimated using the formula, 
 ​Equation 3.2imet = speed
distance  
The HSRAA has a total distance of 188 miles, so the estimated travel time was 56 
minutes (min) and 24 seconds (sec). Moreover, alignment 1 has a total distance of 169 miles, 
which was the shortest alignment out of all the proposed alignments, and it has an estimated 
travel time of 50 min and 42 sec. Alignment 2 has the longest route with 221 miles because it 
extends along the median of Interstate 5 and then has a connection to Fresno as shown in ​Figure 
3.1​. It therefore has a travel time of 1 hour (hr), 6 min, and 18 sec. Furthermore, alignment 3 has 
a distance of 181 miles with a travel distance of  54 min and 18 sec. This calculation did not take 
into consideration the time spent at each train station throughout each alignment. 
Based on the alignments in ​Figure 3.1​, sharp curves for a 200 mph train were taken into 
consideration for all the proposed alignments. The HSRAA has the most issues with curves, as it 
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has a total of nine sharp curves along the alignment. Alignment 1 has the least issues when it 
comes to sharp turns, with a total of three sharp curves along the entire alignment. Additionally, 
alignment 2 and alignment 3 have a total of seven and four sharp curves, respectively.  
The possible local agencies & NIMBY issues score was determined based on the 
different cities, counties, and railway companies that would be affected by the alignment passing 
through their jurisdiction. This score was a pure count, as some agencies and localities would be 
more willing to cooperate than others. The HSRAA will affect a total of 13 local agencies 
throughout the alignment shown in ​Appendix C​. In addition, alignment 1 will impact the least, 
with a total of six local agencies. Alignment 2 will impact eight local agencies. On the other 
hand, alignment 3 has the greatest impact on local agencies, with a total of 17 local agencies 
because the alignment goes through most major cities, as shown on ​Figure 3.1 ​, above​.   
Table 3.1: ​Summarized Alternative Analysis Matrix. 
Goals to Reduce Weight (1-10) HSRA Alignment 1 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 
Farmland Impact 10 3 5 4 2 
Impacted Bridges 8 3 5 4 1 
Estimated Rail Length 5 3 5 1 4 
Additional Considerations 
Terrain Complexity 2 5 3 2 5 
Conflicting Transportation Systems 7 3 5 4 1 
Station Location & Accessibility 3 4 1 2 5 
Transportation Systems Near Stations 7 4 1 3 5 
Local Ridership 4 3 1 2 5 
Travel Times 4 3 5 1 4 
Curve Issues 6 2 5 3 4 
Local Agencies & NIMBY Issues 5 3 5 5 2 
Total Score 191 245 191 185 
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3.4 Chosen Alternative and Summary 
Based on the results from ​Table 3.1​, above, the top alternative by a high score of 245 was 
alignment 1. Although alignment 1 excluded all of the major population centers in the central 
valley, the goals in the problem statement were more focused on the impact on farmland and the 
cost of the project. Alignment 3 was the next alternative, even though it had the lowest score in 
the matrix, mainly due to the ability to connect all of the major cities in a somewhat clean route. 
In the future, spurs and branches from the HSR or other local transportation networks could be 
set up to connect to this alignment, connecting the eastern valley cities.  
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SECTION 4: PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
For this project, the team performed a full curve analysis of a smaller, 16 mile segment of the 
chosen alignment. The segment was from where all the alignments connect near Los Baños and 
then 16 miles to the south along alignment 1, as shown on ​Figure 4.1. ​This segment of alignment 
1 was chosen because it provided multiple challenges such as different elevations, curves, rivers, 
and highways that needed to be taken into consideration when designing the entire alignment.  
Figure 4.1​: The 16 Mile Segment of Alignment 1. 
For the design, the team did a full curve analysis for this entire 16 mile segment to 
determine the feasibility of placing the rail lines in the middle of an existing freeway corridor 
with different curve requirements. Two bridge Advanced Planning Studies were prepared to 
facilitate a cost estimate and space impact of the project. Although these were the two major 
aspects of the design, many other small design calculations needed to comply with the HSR’s 
design and environmental requirements. 
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Table 4.1: ​Measured Median Widths in the 16 Mile Segment. 
Mile Marker Median Width (ft) Mile Marker Median Width (ft) 
1 70 9 72 
2 72 10 74 
3 72 11 72 
4 72 12 72 
5 71 13 73 
6 73 14 73 
7 72 15 72 
8 70 16 73 
To estimate the median’s width along Interstate 5 (I-5), the median was measured using 
the ruler tool in Google Earth Pro. A measurement was taken every one mile along the 16 mile 
segment that was being analyzed. The data collected for the median’s width along I-5 is located 
in ​Table 4.1. ​The average width of the median was approximately 72 feet. Conservatively, 70 
feet was used as the median width along the project. 
4.2 Horizontal Curve Analysis 
Safety is the primary factor when it comes to designing curves for any transportation system. 
Therefore, to provide a safe transportation system, the following design provisions needed to be 
taken into consideration. Curve radii in combination with superelevation determined the 
maximum safe speed a train could travel along a curve. Additionally, vertical curves are 
important in the design because they allow a transition between two sloped rails, which allow the 
train to have an elevation rate change at a gradual rate. Also, the requirements for freeway 
pavement and shoulders are crucial in the design, especially since they differ largely from the 
CAHSR’s curve requirements. 
According to the ​California High-Speed Train Project Design Criteria (Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Title 49, Part 213, Track Safety Standards),​ the minimum radii for the rail 
alignment was calculated using ​Equation 4.1​, below,​ ​and was based on the maximum design 
speed  (miles per hour), the actual superelevation (in) and the unbalancedV max aE  
superelevation (in), where the recommended value is six inches and the  value is threeuE aE uE  
inches. For the proposed design speed of 200 mph, the minimum radius was 18,000 ft.  





The minimum segment length shall apply to horizontal and vertical alignment segments. 
The segment length requirement was only applied where other design considerations for the 
individual alignment elements did not require longer segment length. The minimum allowed 
segment length, was calculated using ​Equation 4.2 ​, and it depended on the design speed,,L  
 (miles per hour), and attenuation time, (sec). Where the recommended  value wasV max  t  t  
greater or equal to 2.4 seconds, the minimum recommended value for  was 1.8 sec, and the t  
attenuation time on the diverging route of turnouts was one (1) sec. For a 200 mph design speed, 
the minimum segment length, was 528 ft.,L   
​Equation 4.2 L = V * 30
44 * t  
4.3 Vertical Curve Analysis 
Superelevation is the maximum difference in height between outer and inner rails on curved 
tracks. Superelevation is measured at the center of the rail head surface. Superelevation is used to 
counteract or slightly counteract the centrifugal force acting radially outward on a train when it is 
traveling along a curve. A state of equilibrium is reached when the centrifugal force acting on a 
train is equal to the counteracting force pulling on a train by gravity along the superelevated 
plane of the track. Equilibrium superelevation, is derived using ​Equation 4.3 ​,​ ​and it is,E  
dependent on the design speed, and the radius of the curve, . For the design speed(mph),V  (f t)  R  
of 200 mph and the calculated curve radius of 18,000 ft , the Equilibrium superelevation, was,E  
nine (9) inches.   
 ​Equation 4.3E = R
4V 2  
Vertical curves shall be parabolic, and the acceleration value shall not exceed 0.90 
 The minimum vertical curve lengths, on lines carrying High-Speed Trains shall bet/sec .  f 2 Lvc,  
the longer of ​Equation 4.4 ​and ​Equation 4.5, ​but no less than 200* . ​The minimum vertical%Δ  
curve lengths depends on design speed, and the algebraic difference of the gradients ,V %Δ  
(in%).  
​Equation 4.4.5Lcv = 3 * V  
​Equation 4.5.15 Δ%/100)/0.90f t/secLcv = 2 * V
2
* ( 2  
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4.4 Clearances 
Minimum horizontal clearances shall be measured from the track centerline (TCL) of the closest 
high-speed train (HST) track to the feature being cleared. One consideration for structural design 
was the sound and collision barriers on each side of the system, as shown in the cross section 
drawings in ​Appendix B ​. According to the CAHSR Design Criteria, if the horizontal clearances 
shown in ​Table 4.2​ cannot be attained, then a design exception from Caltrans will need to be 
obtained. Caltrans recommended a minimum 7.5 feet high concrete barrier, but that the collision 
load should be checked per AASHTO LRFD with Caltrans Amendments Article 3.6.5. 
Table 4.2: ​Minimum horizontal clearances for interactions with HSR systems from the CAHSRA Technical 
Memorandum. 
Item  Minimum Horizontal Clearance 
Clearance from HSR to conventional railroad >102’ - No barrier required 
<102’- Permitted with 10 ft berm or 10 ft reinforced concrete barrier 
Clearance from HSR to roadway >52’  - No barrier required
<52’ - Reinforced concrete barrier or metal guard rail required.*
HSR to face of permanent structure 25’-0”
HSR to edge of platform 5’-9”
HSR to face of fixed equipment 10’-0”
*  Roadside protection should be site specific and consider factors such as volume, speed, and type of traffic. 
According to AASHTO’s Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
freeways shall have a minimum of two through-traffic lanes in each direction of travel. Interstate 
5 has two through-traffic lanes in each direction. Through-traffic lanes should be 12 ft wide. 
Additionally, the usable paved width of the right shoulder should be at least 10 ft. Where the 
directional design hour volume for truck traffic exceeds 250 vehicles per hour, the right shoulder 
width should be 12 ft.  
The vertical clearance to structures passing over freeways should be at least 16 ft over the 
entire roadway width, including auxiliary lanes and the usable width of shoulders. In highly 
developed urban areas, where attainment of the 16 ft would be unreasonably costly, a minimum 
clearance of 14 ft may be used if there is an alternate freeway facility with the minimum 16 ft 
clearance. Moreover, the vertical clearance to sign trusses and pedestrian overpass should be 17 
ft. The CAHSRA has very high vertical clearances for roads and structures going overhead 27 ft 
measured from the top of each outside rail. These clearances are summarized in ​Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: ​Minimum vertical clearances​ ​for interactions with HSR system from the CAHSRA Technical 
Memorandum. 
Item Minimum Vertical Clearance 
Clearance from HSR to new structures 27’-0” 
Clearance from HSR to existing structures (V > 125 mph) 27’-0” 
HSR tracks span over Road and/or Railroad (HSR Overpass)  Freeway  - 16’-6” 
Local Roadway - 15’-0” 
 
 
4.5 Bridge Design Locations 
Now that a specific segment was selected along the alignment, two bridge Advanced Planning 
Studies (APS) were generated. One APS was of an overhead where the HSR passes over a local 
road, and one where a road passes over the HSR/Freeway combination. By having these two 
typical configurations, an estimate of total cost for bridges along the entire alignment could be 
created.  
The first bridge location was for an overhead where the road passes over the HSR and 
freeway combination. In the segment, McCabe Road crossing over I-5 was chosen. Satellite 
imagery of the site is pictured in ​Figure 4.2​, below.​ ​From Bridgereports.com, a national bridge 
inventory database, the vertical clearance was measured to be 16.4 ft. The current bridge has four 
spans with a maximum span length of 90 ft. The total length of the bridge then totaled to 255.9 
feet. The 16.4 ft is a typical height for freeway crossings to accommodate tall trucks. This height, 
however, was not suitable for the HSR configuration which requires 2 ft as defined in ​Table 4.3 
and defined in​ ​CAHSRA Design Criteria 3.3.1. Thus, this bridge would be a perfect example of a 
bridge that would need to be demolished and rebuilt at the correct height. From the preliminary 
cross sections, found in ​Appendix B​, the bridge would need to have a total span of 146 ft with 
support pillars placed approximately 42 ft from the outer shoulder of the freeway. Therefore, the 
bridge would have three spans with the center span being the longest at about 62 ft. This estimate 
was determined by subtracting the two 42 ft spans that cross the freeway segment from the 146 ft 
total span created from the cross section drawings in ​Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.2:​ McCabe Road crossing over I-5 with a vertical clearance of 16.4 feet. The red line is the proposed 
alignment of the HSR in the median. 
The second HSR bridge configuration was an underpass where the HSR will pass over an 
existing rural or paved road. The HSR would need to pass under Billy Wright Road, a rural road 
in Merced County, pictured in ​Figure 4.3. ​This bridge would be less stringent on height 
requirements, and demolition of existing bridges will not be required. The HSR bridge would 
need 15 ft clearance over the road, per the CAHSRA technical memorandum. Ultimately, the 
HSR would need to comply with Merced County specifications for the road crossing but it was 
assumed, especially due to the low volume of the road, that 15 ft would suffice. Therefore, this 
bridge would be more focused on CAHSRA design specifications found in the design criteria 
and will need a single clear distance of approximately 34 ft. 
Figure 4.3:​ Interstate 5 crossing over Billy Wright Road. The bridge span is approximately 34 feet. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
Once the alignment was chosen, the analysis and design could begin. By utilizing the HSR 
design criteria, a curve design was created to determine the feasibility of the rail line traveling 
through the existing interstate corridor. Two bridge APS were created utilizing the given 
clearance constraints. With these two major components, a cost was generated for the project, 
and ultimately, a clear comparison was made between this alignment choice and the California 
High Speed Rail Authority's chosen alignment.  
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SECTION 5: ALIGNMENT DESIGN 
5.1 Track Layout 
Topographic maps provided by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) were used to create 
a surface area in Civil 3D to be able to design the high speed rail alignment. Four different topo 
maps were imported into Civil 3D. The maps were from Howard Ranch, Ortigalita Peak, San 
Luis Dam, and Volta, CA. All of the topo maps provided the location of Interstate 5, which made 
the design of the alignment easier to accommodate in the median of Interstate 5. The section 
designed of alignment 1 is shown in ​Figure 5.1 ​as a green line.    
Figure 5.1: ​Complete design of the 16 mile segment of alignment 1. 
Throughout the designed section of alignment 1, there were three sections of the rail that 
did not meet the minimum radii required of 18,000 ft for a 200 mph high speed train, as specified 
in the ​California High-Speed Train Project Design Criteria (Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 
Title 49, Part 213, Track Safety Standards). ​ Those three sections that did not meet the radii 
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requirement are colored in red on the rail alignment as shown in  ​Figure 5.1​.​ ​A closer look at 
those sections are shown in ​Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.  
Figure 5.2: ​Rail section near Los Baños, CA with a radius less than 18,000 ft. 




Figure 5.4: ​Rail Section near Los Baños, CA with a radius less than 18,000 ft. 
 
The designed rail track has a width of 70 ft, with 35 ft designated to each direction of 
traffic. There were not any issues with the alignment fitting in the median of Interstate 5, as the 
only section where the alignment crossed Interstate 5 was near the end of the alignment as shown 
in ​Figure 5.2​. This location is where the central valley segment would join the other segment of 
the California High Speed Rail. 
Using Civil 3D, a corridor was built along the alignment to be able to create a rail track. 
The corridor had an assembly built into it as shown in ​Figure 5.5.​ The assembly model meets all 
the design requirements by the HSRA, such as a minimum total width of 70 ft, nine (9) inch 




Figure 5.5: ​Civil 3D High-Speed Rail Assembly Model. 
 
5.2 Cut and Fill Design 
After establishing the surface area of the alignment and existing elevations of the terrain, the 
team determined the total cut and fill for the alignment section that was analysed. The total cut 
was 176,000 and a total fill was 99,000 , which resulted in net cut of 77,000 Theyd 3 yd 3 .yd 3  
profile view of the cut and fill calculations of the alignment are found in ​Appendix D.  ​To 
manage drainage, a slope of 2% was used throughout the alignment. Additionally, in between the 
number 60 crane rails there is a drain channel as shown in ​Figure 5.6 ​with a slope of 2.5% from 
each 60 crane rail towards the center where the drain channel is located, which was a 
requirement from the trackwork criteria from the HSRA.  
 
   
Figure 5.6: ​Low Vibration Track for High Speed Rail with Drain Channel Between Crane Rails. 
 
5.3 Materials Estimate 
This cost estimate takes into account the concrete needed for the trackbed concrete, slab for 
at-grade installation, and retaining walls. The total concrete needed for the 16 miles alignment is 
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390,208 , which has a total cost of $44,096,000. Number 60 crane rail would be used for theyd 3  
alignment at a total cost of  $8,384,000. A four inch (4 in) width drain channel channel would be 
located in the middle of trackbed concrete as shown in ​Figure 5.6 ​with a total cost of 
$2,192,000.  
For this alignment, a WJ-8 rail fastening system would be used, according to AGICO 
Group, a company specialised in manufacturing and supplying railway products. The WJ-8 rail 
fastening system was designed for high speed ballastless track. The average fastener spacing was 
27 inches according to the CAHSRA in their “Design Criteria” report. The total cost for the 
fastening would therefore be $2,336,000 for 150,192 units. The earthwork (cut and fill) would 
have a total cost of $768,000. After adding all the costs of each material for the 16 mile 


















SECTION 6: BRIDGE DESIGN 
6.1 McCabe Road Overhead 
Per SECTION 4, two advanced planning studies (APS) were generated for each bridge. The full 
APS sets are located in ​Appendix F ​. The first bridge, The McCabe Road Overhead, was laid out 
utilizing Caltrans Bridge Design Details 2.1 October 2019. The site where McCabe Road 
currently crosses Interstate 5 was laid out using Google Earth Satellite Imagery and imported 
into AutoCad. From there, centerlines of the freeway and side road were laid out along with 
typical lane widths from the Caltrans Design Manual, Table 302.1 (12 feet for travel lanes, 10 
feet for shoulders). Once the lane geometry was set up, the configuration was determined to have 
a skew of 63°. Additionally, the High-Speed Rail width requirements (determined from the 
CAHSRA Design Criteria and cross sections created in SECTION 4) were placed into the plan 
view following the same skew as the freeway. The plan layout is shown in​ Figure 6.1. ​From this 
drawing, the deck square footage was calculated to be 13,872 square feet using AutoCad’s area 
tool. 
Figure 6.1: ​Plan View of the McCabe Road Overhead over Interstate 5 and the HSR. The bridge span is 48 feet. 
After constructing the top-view layout, the bridge elevation was created utilizing vertical 
curve road design with an 8% road grade on each side, selected from Caltrans Manual Table 
204.3. The vertical curve length was determined by using the Edge of Pavement (EOP) to EOP 
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dimension of 166 ft and the HSR top of rail to bottom of bridge deck requirement of 27 ft, as 
required by the vertical clearances discussed in​ ​SECTION 4​. ​Then, the type of structural section 
was selected for the longest span on the plan-view bridge. The longest span was the central span 
at 73 feet, and therefore a PC/PS I-Beam was selected from the Caltrans Comparative Bridge 
Costs Table January 2019 (shown in ​Table 6.1)​. Additionally the table yields a structure depth to 
span ratio which was used to calculate the structure depth of four feet. With the vertical curve 
information, span lengths, and structure depth, the elevation view shown in ​Figure 6.2​ was 
created. 
 





Figure 6.2: ​Elevation view of The McCabe Road Overhead over Interstate 5 and the HSR. 
 
Lastly, the column size and count per bent were calculated from the Caltrans Bridge 
Design Details with typical column diameter ratios. Since standard girder spacing was 
approximately eight feet, the span was divided into eight foot sections, requiring six girders for 
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the cross sectional design, creating the cross section in ​Figure 6.3. ​See the full calculation 
package found in ​Appendix G ​for all of the above mentioned design calculations. 
Figure 6.3: ​Cross Section of McCabe Road Overhead. 
6.2 Billy Wright Road Underpass 
The Billy Wright Road Underpass was approached similarly to The McCabe Road Overhead. 
First, the site was laid out in AutoCad using satellite imagery from Google Earth. Next the road 
extents and neighboring structures were laid out. From the scaled images and information from 
Bridgereports.com, the required free span was estimated to be approximately 94 ft. The plan 
view is shown in ​Figure 6.4​.  
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Figure 6.4: ​Plan View of Billy Wright Road Underpass under Interstate 5. The bridge span is 94 feet. 
Next, because of the HSR’s strict grade requirements, the track’s elevation was laid out at 
a flat 0% grade. Following a similarly built bridge from the HSRA, the Cotton Creek HSR 
Bridge, The Billy Wright Road Underpass was laid out utilizing a four foot structure depth. 
Then, using the typical lane widths, Billy Wright Road’s pavement extents were laid out. The 
two neighboring bridges that Interstate 5 travels over impose a 14 ft 7 in. clearance on the 
roadway. Because of this preexisting condition, the Billy Wright Road Underpass was given the 
same clearance requirements, in contrast with the 15 ft 5 in. standard laid out by Caltrans and 
AASHTO. The final design is shown in ​Figure 6.5​. 
Figure 6.5: ​Elevation View of Billy Wright Road Underpass. 
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The last step for this bridge was designing the cross section, using Bulb Tee girders as 
was used in the Cottonwood Creek Viaduct project. This design is shown in ​Figure 6.6​. 
Figure 6.6: ​Cross Section of Billy Wright Road Underpass. 
6.3 Cost Estimate per Bridge 
Caltrans releases construction statistics every year based on bid openings on bridge design and 
construction. This 2018 report was critical for determining the rough estimate cost of one of 
these typically designed bridges. The report, summarized in ​Table 6.2​, gives an average cost per 
square foot of deck depending on the type of bridge girders utilized in design and construction. 
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Table 6.2:​ Caltran​s ​Bridge Square Foot Cost Summary 2018. 
From ​Table 6.2,​ The McCabe Road Overhead, with a PC/PS “I” Girder bridge type, should have 
an average cost of $570/sqft. Therefore with a deck of 13,872 square feet, the total cost for this 
bridge would be ​$7,907,040.​ The Billy Wright Road Underpass was designed with Bulb-Tee 
Girders with an average cost of $420/sqft. Therefore with a deck of 4,159 square feet, the total 
cost for this bridge would be ​$1,746,780. ​ These values do not include rail, pole, electrical, 
demolition, or paving costs, however they will give rough estimates for a total alignment cost 
which are discussed in SECTION 7. 
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SECTION 7: COST ESTIMATE FOR ENTIRE ALIGNMENT 
7.1 Bridge Cost Estimate 
With the two analyses completed, some simple extrapolations were made to bring this local data 
to the entire alignment along Interstate 5. After reanalyzing the route, approximately 40 bridges 
were deemed suitable for an underpass configuration. These locations involved a low volume 
side road that already passes under the existing nearby roadway or where the HSR alignment 
would pass over a canal or river. The next configuration would involve a high volume side road 
such as a freeway or main avenue, where an overhead would be more feasible. From previous 
analysis there were 45 bridges suitable for this bridge configuration. Only one bridge would need 
to be wider than two lanes. This bridge was given a doubled construction cost in order to account 
for the wider super structure. 
In one location, the HSR must pass over an existing rail line. This structure was not 
included in the project scope because of the complexity of designing such a structure. For the 
purposes of this estimate, a $50 million estimate was added to compensate for this omitted 
bridge. Another $50 million was added for sections of the alignment where the HSR must use 
aerial structures to enter and exit the median. This construction would be similar to the Cedar 
Viaduct project which is currently under construction. Unfortunately, cost data was not available 
for the Cedar Viaduct for estimation purposes. The total bridge cost came out to be 
$591,502,080.  These counts and tabulations can be found in ​Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: ​The total cost of each type of bridge configurations along alignment 1. 
Bridge Type Count Cost per Unit Total Cost % Of Total Cost 
HSR over Road/River/Canal 40 $1,747,000 $69,871,000 11.8% 
Two Lane Road over HSR 45 $7,907,000 $355,817,000 60.2% 
Major Road over HSR 1 $15,814,000 $15,814,000 2.7% 
Aerial Structure Sections 2 $50,000,000 $100,000,000 16.9% 
HSR over Rail  1 $50,000,000 $50,000,000 8.5% 
TOTAL: $591,502,000 
To create a similar and fair cost estimate for the CAHSRA, the bridge itemization that was 
applied to the team’s alignment was also applied to the alignment created by the CAHSRA. The 
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total cost for all the bridges came out to $1,192,533,000. The full itemized list by bridge type can 
be found in ​Table 7.2​. 
Table 7.2: ​The total cost of each type of bridge configuration along HSRAA. 
Bridge Type Count Cost per Unit Total Cost % Of Total Cost 
HSR over Road/River/Canal 78 $1,747,000 $136,249,000 11.4% 
Two Lane Road over HSR 79 $7,907,0000 $624,656,000 52.4% 
Major Road over HSR 2 $15,814,000 $31,628,000 2.7% 
Aerial Structure Sections 1 $50,000,000 $50,000,000 4.2% 
HSR over Rail  6 $50,000,000 $300,000,000 25.2% 
Fresno Trench 1 $50,000,000 $50,000,000 4.2% 
TOTAL: $1,192,533,000 
The differences in these values could mostly be attributed to the CAHSRA’s route 
through major cities and needing to cross many small side roads. 
7.2 Alignment Cost Estimate 
After the cost analysis was done on the 16 miles segment of the alignment, the cost of each 
material mentioned in section 5.3 was calculated to provide a cost of each material per mile. For 
the remaining 153 miles of the alignment, the conditions of the median were assumed to be 
similar without any major differences between the 16 miles and the 153 miles in order to provide 
a total cost for the central valley alignment segment. The total cost and material cost per mile is 
found in ​Table 7.3. 
Table 7.3: ​The total cost of each track material for the HSR. 







#60 Crane Rail 21,120 ft $524,000 
Drain Channel 1,056 ft $137,000 
WJ-8 Fastening 9,387 units $146,000 
TOTAL cost per mile: $3,611,000 
After determining the amount of material needed per mile, the total cost per mile was 
calculated as shown in ​Table 7.3 ​. The total cost for the rail track along Alignment 1 and HSRAA 
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was  $610,259,000 and $678,868,000 respectively. Therefore, the track cost for the proposed 
alignment (Alignment 1) was $68,609,000 cheaper than the HSRAA. 
 
7.3  Land Acquisition Cost Estimate 
The land use was quickly calculated using a couple of basic assumptions. First, the team 
assumed that the dead space in the middle of Interstate 5 is non-usable as farmland and therefore 
would not count towards land impact. Secondly, a standard bridge impact area of 323,000 ft² 
would be used towards roads bridging over the HSR. Roads underpassing underneath the HSR, 
or HSR bridges over rivers would not have any impact area. With these assumptions and 
previous calculations, the team computed the land impact of each alignment as shown in ​Table 
7.4​. Major bridges, such as viaducts over existing rail and the Fresno Trench were excluded from 
this analysis. 
 
Table 7.4: ​Land Usage between the two alignments based on the rail extents and typical bridge impact area. 
 HSRAA Alignment 1 




Rail Extents 70 ft 188 mi 2.49 mi² 22 mi 0.29 mi² 
Bridge Count 323,000 ft² 79 Bridges 0.92 mi² 45 Bridges 0.52 mi² 
Total Land Impact:  3.41 mi²  0.81 mi² 
 
Private property acquisition was an important high cost aspect of the project, mainly due to the 
struggle of residents and property owners to agree on a fair market value of each piece of 
property that must be acquired. The CAHSRA has an entire website page (HSRA ”Private 
Property”) dedicated to the process of property acquisition and details how they will survey, 
appraise, and purchase the required land at no actual cost to the owner (such as fees for appraisal 
and escrow signing.)  The federal government alone spent approximately one billion dollars for 
Right of Way in 1999, while states and local agencies spent about $1.8 billion in that same year 
(FHWA, 2003). Estimating the Right of Way cost for a project of this scale could be a project of 
its own. For the sake of an estimate, the team used farmland real estate value estimates from the 
United States Department of Agriculture 2019 Land Value Summary. The report estimates that 
farm real estate costs about $10,000 per acre, 7% above the national average. Thus, the HSRAA, 
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at an impact of 3.41 square miles, would cost approximately $21,824,000. The teams’ alignment 
would cost $5,184,000, with the difference stemming from a massive decrease in required land 
acquisition. 
 
7.4  Total Cost 
With the analysis completed on the three major cost components of the project, a total project 
cost was generated as shown in ​Table 7.5. ​This table reflects an estimated comparison cost, not 
the total actual cost. This estimate excludes costs from demolition,  Eminent Domain land 
acquisition, relocation of residents, engineering & design, and environmental impact reports. 
Table 7.5: ​Comparison between alignments over major cost components. 
Item HSRAA Alignment 1 
Bridge Construction $1,192,533,000 $591,502,000 
Rail Construction $678,868,000 $610,259,000 
Land Acquisition $21,824,000 $5,184,000 
TOTAL Cost: $1,893,225,000 $1,206,945,000  
 
This estimate shows that the alignment the project team selected would net a savings of 
$700 million, or a savings of 36.7 percent. Extrapolating this expected savings to the current 
projection by Governor Newsom of the central valley segment’s cost of $20.4 Billion (Varghese 
2019) would lead to a total central valley segment cost of $12.9 Billion. Although the project 
team’s costs do not include every aspect of cost (as mentioned in the exclusions above), the team 







SECTION 8: CONCLUSION 
The objectives for the California High-Speed Rail Central Valley Realignment project were as 
follows. (1) Investigate three different alignments than those proposed by the HSRA. The best of 
the three alignments according to the alternative analysis was chosen to be the focus of the 
remainder of the project. (2) Select a smaller segment of the chosen alignment and do a full 
curvature analysis. This analysis showed the feasibility of placing the HSR in the median of 
Interstate 5. (3) Complete a superstructure analysis of a typical overpass and underpass for the 
HSR/Highway combination. (4) Assess cost reduction and impact on farmland.  
    The chosen alignment was alignment 1 because it met the project’s goals, which were 
to reduce farmland impact, impacted bridges and estimated rail length. Alignment 1 has less area 
usage, which would result in more land available for agriculture. It has the least cost, which 
means more money could be used for other state projects, such as rebuilding California's major 
transportation systems. Also, it has the least travel time, which could potentially increase 
ridership from southern to northern California.  
If more time and resources were available, the project’s scope would have included a 
curvature analysis of the entire 169 miles of alignment 1 and a more indepth bridge design. The 
track cost would have included electrical work for the HSR. Additionally, signalling and 
communications analysis would have been part of the scope, since high-speed train traffic 
control communications systems are centrally regulated and managed during operation. These 
systems help to monitor and limit the train's speed, schedule, routing and headway. 
When choosing the alignment, growth around the High-Speed Rail was not considered 
because the project’s goals were to reduce farmland impact and cost. For the 16 mile track 
segment of alignment 1, there were no major issues in regards to median radii along Interstate 5, 
except when the high speed rail enters and exits the median of Interstate 5. If there were major 
issues with the radius along Interstate 5, then the freeway would need to be realigned, which the 
CAHSRA has already done in Fresno.  
Over the course of this project, the team learned a great deal about how High Speed Rail 
systems are designed, constructed, and managed. The team hopes that what was discovered 
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during this project could be used in the future of High-Speed Rail to facilitate wide-spread use of 
this new and exciting transportation system in the United States.  
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Task Name Resource 
Names
Duration Start Finish
1 PACKAGE 1: Alignment of 10 Mile Segment Jossian 52 days Mon 1/6/20 Wed 
2/26/20
2 Full Curve Design Jossian 30 days Mon 1/6/20 Thu 2/13/20
3 Stations Jossian 7 days Fri 2/14/20 Mon 2/24/20
4 Complete Squarefootage Impact Jossian 2 days Tue 2/25/20 Wed 2/26/20
5 PACKAGE 2: Replacement of Typical Overpass Devin 80 days Mon 1/6/20 Wed 
3/25/20
6 Super Structure Analysis Devin 45 days Mon 1/6/20 Thu 3/5/20
7 Financial Analysis Devin 7 days Fri 3/6/20 Mon 3/16/20




10 Ridership Impact Jossian 7 days Thu 3/26/20 Fri 4/3/20
11 Total Squarefootage Devin 7 days Thu 3/26/20 Fri 4/3/20
12 Comparison to HSRA's Alignment Jossian & D7 days Mon 4/6/20 Tue 4/14/20
13 Senior Design Presentation Creation Jossian & D14 days Wed 4/15/20Mon 5/4/20
14 Conference Registration Due 0 days Sat 2/8/20 Sat 2/8/20




17 Completition of Thesis 1 day? Wed 4/15/20Wed 4/15/20
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Alternative Analysis Matrix 
C-1
10 is best Alternatives Score (Weight x Score) 3 is same as HSRCA Existing. 5 is better. 1 is worse.
HSR Authority Alignment Median of I-5 Median of I5 with connector to Fresno Between 99 and  SJVR Lines
Assigned to Weight (1-10) Score Justification 1 Justification 2 Justification 3 Justification HSRA 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
Constraints
Devin & Jossian Estimated Farmland impact 10 3
A = 4.05 sqmi
A = L*w+Ab*b, 
L= length of rail
w = 52 feet, from cross section 
plans
Ab = 322,958 ft^2 bridge typical 
impact area (from google earth and 
excluding railway width and 
roadwidth to avoid double 
counting) 
b = Bridge count 5
A = 2.63 sqmi
A = L*w+Ab*b, 
L= length of rail
w = 52 feet, from cross section 
plans
Ab = 322,958 ft^2 bridge typical 
impact area (from google earth 
and excluding railway width and 
roadwidth to avoid double 
counting) 
b = Bridge count 4
A = 3.25 sqmi
A = L*w+Ab*b, 
L= length of rail
w = 52 feet, from cross section 
plans
Ab = 322,958 ft^2 bridge typical 
impact area (from google earth and 
excluding railway width and 
roadwidth to avoid double 
counting) 
b = Bridge count 2
A = 4.27 sqmi
A = L*w+Ab*b, 
L= length of rail
w = 52 feet, from cross section 
plans
Ab = 322,958 ft^2 bridge typical 
impact area (from google earth 
and excluding railway width and 
roadwidth to avoid double 
counting) 
b = Bridge count 30 50 40 20 Higher Impact Same Impact as Status Quo Lower Impact
Criteria
Devin Estimated Rail Length 5 3 188 Miles 5 169 Miles 1
169 mile main line, 52 mile fresno 
spur, 221 Miles total 4 181 Miles 15 25 5 20 Longer Rail length Same Rail Length as Status Quo Shorter Rail Length
Devin Terrain Complexity 2 5
See elevation profile, Max slope 
1.1%, -1.2%,  Elev gain/loss 1062, 
-1332 feet 3
See elevation profile. Max slope 
2.4%, -2.0%, elev gain/loss 2202 
ft, -2472 ft 2
See elevation profile. Max slope 
5%, -2.0%, elev gain/loss 3064 ft, 
-3022 ft 5
See elevation profile. Max slope: 
0.9%, -1.1% Elev gain/Loss 923 
ft, -1194 ft 10 6 4 10 Larger elevation changes
Similar elevationchanges and slopes 
to status quo Smaller elevation changes
Devin Station Location/Accessibility 3 4
In downtown areas or near 
population hubs 1 Not near any major cities, would require linking railways or transportation systems2
Other than fresno spur,  Not near 
any major cities, would require 
li i  r il 5
All stops are in downtown area 
of cities 12 3 6 15
stations are an hour ore more from 
nearest city
stations are 10-30 minutes outside 
of towns and cities Stops are in towns and cities
Devin Impacted Bridges 8 3
190 total bridges. about 1 bridge 
per mile
anywhere there was road crossing 
or river crossing along the expected 
route. Some bridges could be seen 
underconstruction on google maps 
whereas otheres were implied. 
Some may not actuially be needed 
as the road may be blocked off 
instead. 5
84 total bridges, about 0.5 bridges 
per mile 4
137 Bridges, about 0.6 bridges per 
mile 1
215 bridges, about 1.2 bridges 
per mile 24 40 32 8 Higher Number of Bridges
Same or similar number of bridges 
as orignal HSR route Lower number of bridges
Jossian
Conflicting with existing 
transportation systems 7 3 26 (15 Highways & 11 Rail Track) 5 15 (14 Highways & 1 Rail Track) 4 24 (23 Highways & 1 Rail Track) 1 36 (35 Highways & 1 Rail Track) 21 35 28 7
Conflicts with existing 
freight/passenger lines and a bridge 
must be created to go over
Conflicts with rail lines, but rail 
lines can be demolished/relocated
Does not conflict with rail 
lines / low impact
Jossian
Connecting existing 
transportation systems 7 4 19 (Bus Stops near stations) 1
0 Transportation systems near 
stations 3 18 (Bus Stops near stations) 5 23 (21 Bus Stops & 2 Airports) 28 7 21 35
No existing connections exist, and 
major construction would be 
ncessary to create connections
No existing connections exist, but 
can be created at small cost
Existing Bus, Local Rail, 
Taxi, Ride connections
Jossian Local Ridership 4 3 784,932 Population 1 87,240 population 2 614,876 population 5 913,630 population 12 4 8 20 Does not connect major cities Connects 3 major cities Conect major cities 5 or more
Jossian Travel Times 4 3 56 min 24 sec 5 50 min 42 sec 1 1hr 6min 18sec 4 54 min 18sec 12 20 4 16 Longer Travel time Same Travel Time as status quo Shorter Travel Time
Jossian Curve Issues? 6 2 9 (Sharp Curves for 200 MPH train) 5 3 (Sharp Curves for 200 MPH train) 3 7 (Sharp Curves for 200 MPH train) 4
4 (Sharp Curves for 200 MPH 
train) 12 30 18 24
Many sharp curves that would 
require lots of realignment /viaducts 
of nearby transportation systems to 
fix
Curves require bridges or viadcuts 
similar in number to that of the high 
speed rail
Little to no curves in general, 
and any realignment is limited 
to small project areas
Devin & Jossian Local Agency/Nimby Issues 5 3
13, City of Fresno, City of Shafter, 
City of Wasco, City of Corcoran, 
City of Madera, City of 
Bakersfield, City of Hanford, 
Fresno County, Kings County, 
Kern County, Merced County, 
Tulare County, BNSF 5
6, Caltrans, City of Bakersfield, 
Fresno County, Kings County, 
Kern County, Merced County 5
8, City of Fresno, Caltrans, City of 
Bakersfield, Fresno County, Kings 
County, Kern County, Merced 
County, BNSF 2
17, City of Visalia, City of 
Kingsburg, City of Selma, City 
of Tulare, City of Mcfarland, 
City of Delano, City of Fresno, 
City of Madera, City of 
Bakersfield, City of Hanford, 
Fresno County, Tulare County, 
Kern County, Merced County, 
Mariposa County, BNSF, San 
Joaquin Valley Railroad 15 25 25 10
Many more Agencies than Status 
Quo Same # of agencies as Status Quo
Fewer agencies than Status 
Quo
Median of I-5 Meidan of I5 with connector to Fresno Between 99 and  SJVR Lines
HSR 1 2 3
SUMS 191 245 191 185
rail line spurs need to be 
rerouted, working with  San 
Joaquin Valley Railroad since 
parraleling existing lines
What do freeways and HSR have in common? No grade crossings. WEs hould treat it as a freeway
C-2
HSR Aligment 1 Aligment 2 Aligment 3










Travel Times 56 min 24 sec 50 min 42 sec 1hr 6min 18sec 54 min 18sec
Milles 188 169 221 181 0.94
Curve Isues 
(sharp) 9 3 7 4
Highway 15 14 23 35
rail aligment 11 1 1 1
Total 26 15 24 36
Bus Stop 19 0 18 21
Airport 0 0 0 2
Stations 4 1 2 5 fresno 18 bus Stations
Aligment Cities
HSR Wasco Allensworth Corcoran Handford Fresno Madera Chowchilla Los Banos Volta Shafter alpaugh Total
Population 26994 471 21835 56,499 527438 65508 18558 39183 246 19608 8592 784932
Aligment 1 Los Hills Kettleman city Avenal Huron Coalinga Los Banos
Population 2412 1439 12440 15000 16766 39183 87240
Aligment 2 Los Hills Kettleman city Avenal Huron Coalinga Helm Fresno Los Banos
Population 2412 1439 12440 15000 16766 198 527438 39183 614876
Aligment 3 McFarland Delano Tulare Visalia Kingsburg Selma Fresno Madera Chowchilla Volta
Population 15093 53138 63855 133010 12002 24782 527438 65508 18558 246 913630
Schmidt & Pineda 10
C-3
Appendix D 








Figure D-2: ​Elevation profile of Alignment 1. 
 
 




Figure D-4: ​Elevation profile of Alignment 3. 
D-2 
Appendix E 
Curvature Table & Earthwork 
E-1
Figure E-1: ​16 Miles cut and fill report for Alignment 1. 
E-2
No. Type Tangency Constraint Parameter Constraint Length Radius Direction Start Station End Station Delta angle Chord length Chord Direction Start Direction End Direction PI Station
Degree of 
Curvature by Arc
1 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 2035.56' N80° 48' 54"E 0+00.00' 20+35.56'
2 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 1776.73' 1426.37' 20+35.56' 38+12.29' 71.3692 (d) 1664.07' S63° 30' 02"E N80° 48' 54"E S27° 48' 57"E 30+59.93' 4.0169 (d)
3 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1459.38' S27° 48' 57"E 38+12.29' 52+71.67'
4 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 150.75' 18000.00' 52+71.67' 54+22.42' 0.4798 (d) 150.75' S27° 34' 33"E S27° 48' 57"E S27° 20' 10"E 53+47.05' 0.3183 (d)
5 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1894.16' S27° 20' 10"E 54+22.42' 73+16.58'
6 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 73.80' 18000.00' 73+16.58' 73+90.38' 0.2349 (d) 73.80' S27° 27' 13"E S27° 20' 10"E S27° 34' 15"E 73+53.48' 0.3183 (d)
7 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1977.97' S27° 34' 15"E 73+90.38' 93+68.35'
8 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 81.45' 18000.00' 93+68.35' 94+49.81' 0.2593 (d) 81.45' S27° 42' 02"E S27° 34' 15"E S27° 49' 49"E 94+09.08' 0.3183 (d)
9 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1904.72' S27° 49' 49"E 94+49.81' 113+54.53'
10 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 218.93' 18000.00' 113+54.53' 115+73.46' 0.6969 (d) 218.92' S27° 28' 54"E S27° 49' 49"E S27° 08' 00"E 114+64.00' 0.3183 (d)
11 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 717.25' S27° 08' 00"E 115+73.46' 122+90.70'
12 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 640.46' 18000.00' 122+90.70' 129+31.17' 2.0387 (d) 640.43' S28° 09' 10"E S27° 08' 00"E S29° 10' 19"E 126+10.97' 0.3183 (d)
13 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 340.70' S29° 10' 19"E 129+31.17' 132+71.87'
14 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 642.47' 18000.00' 132+71.87' 139+14.34' 2.0451 (d) 642.44' S30° 11' 40"E S29° 10' 19"E S31° 13' 01"E 135+93.14' 0.3183 (d)
15 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 285.54' S31° 13' 01"E 139+14.34' 141+99.88'
16 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 824.03' 18000.00' 141+99.88' 150+23.91' 2.6230 (d) 823.96' S32° 31' 43"E S31° 13' 01"E S33° 50' 24"E 146+11.97' 0.3183 (d)
17 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 458.48' S33° 50' 24"E 150+23.91' 154+82.39'
18 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 331.78' 18000.00' 154+82.39' 158+14.17' 1.0561 (d) 331.78' S33° 18' 43"E S33° 50' 24"E S32° 47' 02"E 156+48.29' 0.3183 (d)
19 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1301.92' S32° 47' 02"E 158+14.17' 171+16.10'
20 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 209.52' 18000.00' 171+16.10' 173+25.61' 0.6669 (d) 209.52' S33° 07' 03"E S32° 47' 02"E S33° 27' 03"E 172+20.86' 0.3183 (d)
21 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1764.45' S33° 27' 03"E 173+25.61' 190+90.06'
22 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 69.65' 18000.00' 190+90.06' 191+59.71' 0.2217 (d) 69.65' S33° 20' 24"E S33° 27' 03"E S33° 13' 45"E 191+24.88' 0.3183 (d)
23 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1272.60' S33° 13' 45"E 191+59.71' 204+32.31'
24 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 130.72' 18000.00' 204+32.31' 205+63.02' 0.4161 (d) 130.72' S33° 01' 16"E S33° 13' 45"E S32° 48' 47"E 204+97.66' 0.3183 (d)
25 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 597.75' S32° 48' 47"E 205+63.02' 211+60.77'
26 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 791.23' 18000.00' 211+60.77' 219+52.00' 2.5186 (d) 791.16' S34° 04' 21"E S32° 48' 47"E S35° 19' 54"E 215+56.45' 0.3183 (d)
27 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 190.05' S35° 19' 54"E 219+52.00' 221+42.05'
28 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 540.94' 18000.00' 221+42.05' 226+82.98' 1.7219 (d) 540.92' S36° 11' 33"E S35° 19' 54"E S37° 03' 13"E 224+12.54' 0.3183 (d)
29 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 611.89' S37° 03' 13"E 226+82.98' 232+94.88'
30 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 567.93' 18000.00' 232+94.88' 238+62.80' 1.8078 (d) 567.90' S37° 57' 27"E S37° 03' 13"E S38° 51' 41"E 235+78.86' 0.3183 (d)
31 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 666.65' S38° 51' 41"E 238+62.80' 245+29.45'
32 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 197.63' 18000.00' 245+29.45' 247+27.08' 0.6291 (d) 197.63' S38° 32' 48"E S38° 51' 41"E S38° 13' 56"E 246+28.27' 0.3183 (d)
33 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1488.84' S38° 13' 56"E 247+27.08' 262+15.92'
34 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 87.07' 18000.00' 262+15.92' 263+02.99' 0.2772 (d) 87.07' S38° 05' 37"E S38° 13' 56"E S37° 57' 18"E 262+59.46' 0.3183 (d)
35 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1508.49' S37° 57' 18"E 263+02.99' 278+11.48'
36 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 6.00' 18000.00' 278+11.48' 278+17.48' 0.0191 (d) 6.00' S37° 56' 44"E S37° 57' 18"E S37° 56' 09"E 278+14.48' 0.3183 (d)
37 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1426.00' S37° 56' 09"E 278+17.48' 292+43.48'
38 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 121.90' 18000.00' 292+43.48' 293+65.38' 0.3880 (d) 121.90' S37° 44' 31"E S37° 56' 09"E S37° 32' 53"E 293+04.43' 0.3183 (d)
39 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1002.79' S37° 32' 53"E 293+65.38' 303+68.17'
40 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 107.58' 18000.00' 303+68.17' 304+75.76' 0.3424 (d) 107.58' S37° 43' 09"E S37° 32' 53"E S37° 53' 25"E 304+21.97' 0.3183 (d)
41 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1335.30' S37° 53' 25"E 304+75.76' 318+11.06'
42 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 125.95' 18000.00' 318+11.06' 319+37.01' 0.4009 (d) 125.95' S37° 41' 24"E S37° 53' 25"E S37° 29' 22"E 318+74.03' 0.3183 (d)
43 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1602.32' S37° 29' 22"E 319+37.01' 335+39.33'
44 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 170.88' 18000.00' 335+39.33' 337+10.21' 0.5439 (d) 170.88' S37° 45' 41"E S37° 29' 22"E S38° 02' 00"E 336+24.77' 0.3183 (d)
45 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 713.23' S38° 02' 00"E 337+10.21' 344+23.44'
46 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 106.47' 18000.00' 344+23.44' 345+29.91' 0.3389 (d) 106.47' S37° 51' 50"E S38° 02' 00"E S37° 41' 40"E 344+76.68' 0.3183 (d)
47 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 895.04' S37° 41' 40"E 345+29.91' 354+24.95'
48 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 253.43' 18000.00' 354+24.95' 356+78.38' 0.8067 (d) 253.43' S38° 05' 52"E S37° 41' 40"E S38° 30' 04"E 355+51.67' 0.3183 (d)
49 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1464.60' S38° 30' 04"E 356+78.38' 371+42.98'
50 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 409.90' 18000.00' 371+42.98' 375+52.88' 1.3048 (d) 409.89' S37° 50' 56"E S38° 30' 04"E S37° 11' 47"E 373+47.94' 0.3183 (d)
51 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 625.61' S37° 11' 47"E 375+52.88' 381+78.49'
52 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 293.49' 18000.00' 381+78.49' 384+71.98' 0.9342 (d) 293.49' S37° 39' 49"E S37° 11' 47"E S38° 07' 50"E 383+25.24' 0.3183 (d)
53 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 730.38' S38° 07' 50"E 384+71.98' 392+02.36'
54 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 237.62' 18000.00' 392+02.36' 394+39.98' 0.7564 (d) 237.62' S37° 45' 09"E S38° 07' 50"E S37° 22' 27"E 393+21.17' 0.3183 (d)
55 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1278.95' S37° 22' 27"E 394+39.98' 407+18.94'
56 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 273.98' 18000.00' 407+18.94' 409+92.92' 0.8721 (d) 273.98' S37° 48' 37"E S37° 22' 27"E S38° 14' 47"E 408+55.93' 0.3183 (d)
57 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1691.27' S38° 14' 47"E 409+92.92' 426+84.19'
58 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 268.15' 18000.00' 426+84.19' 429+52.35' 0.8536 (d) 268.15' S37° 49' 11"E S38° 14' 47"E S37° 23' 34"E 428+18.27' 0.3183 (d)
59 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 683.23' S37° 23' 34"E 429+52.35' 436+35.58'
E-2
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Figure E-2: Curvature Table for Alignment 1. 
60 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 11.34' 18000.00' 436+35.58' 436+46.91' 0.0361 (d) 11.34' S37° 24' 39"E S37° 23' 34"E S37° 25' 44"E 436+41.24' 0.3183 (d)
61 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1110.40' S37° 25' 44"E 436+46.91' 447+57.32'
62 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 139.02' 18000.00' 447+57.32' 448+96.34' 0.4425 (d) 139.02' S37° 39' 01"E S37° 25' 44"E S37° 52' 17"E 448+26.83' 0.3183 (d)
63 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1404.43' S37° 52' 17"E 448+96.34' 463+00.76'
64 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 57.28' 18000.00' 463+00.76' 463+58.04' 0.1823 (d) 57.28' S37° 46' 49"E S37° 52' 17"E S37° 41' 21"E 463+29.40' 0.3183 (d)
65 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1502.33' S37° 41' 21"E 463+58.04' 478+60.37'
66 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 19.15' 18000.00' 478+60.37' 478+79.53' 0.0610 (d) 19.15' S37° 39' 31"E S37° 41' 21"E S37° 37' 41"E 478+69.95' 0.3183 (d)
67 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1584.60' S37° 37' 41"E 478+79.53' 494+64.12'
68 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 132.27' 18000.00' 494+64.12' 495+96.40' 0.4210 (d) 132.27' S37° 50' 19"E S37° 37' 41"E S38° 02' 57"E 495+30.26' 0.3183 (d)
69 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1773.16' S38° 02' 57"E 495+96.40' 513+69.55'
70 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 61.44' 18000.00' 513+69.55' 514+31.00' 0.1956 (d) 61.44' S37° 57' 05"E S38° 02' 57"E S37° 51' 13"E 514+00.27' 0.3183 (d)
71 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1631.37' S37° 51' 13"E 514+31.00' 530+62.37'
72 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 41.18' 18000.00' 530+62.37' 531+03.55' 0.1311 (d) 41.18' S37° 47' 17"E S37° 51' 13"E S37° 43' 21"E 530+82.96' 0.3183 (d)
73 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 2081.02' S37° 43' 21"E 531+03.55' 551+84.57'
74 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 69.89' 18000.00' 551+84.57' 552+54.47' 0.2225 (d) 69.89' S37° 36' 41"E S37° 43' 21"E S37° 30' 00"E 552+19.52' 0.3183 (d)
75 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1729.37' S37° 30' 00"E 552+54.47' 569+83.84'
76 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 130.40' 18000.00' 569+83.84' 571+14.24' 0.4151 (d) 130.40' S37° 42' 27"E S37° 30' 00"E S37° 54' 54"E 570+49.04' 0.3183 (d)
77 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 2233.68' S37° 54' 54"E 571+14.24' 593+47.92'
78 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 59.10' 18000.00' 593+47.92' 594+07.02' 0.1881 (d) 59.10' S38° 00' 33"E S37° 54' 54"E S38° 06' 12"E 593+77.47' 0.3183 (d)
79 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1207.41' S38° 06' 12"E 594+07.02' 606+14.43'
80 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 201.53' 18000.00' 606+14.43' 608+15.96' 0.6415 (d) 201.53' S37° 46' 57"E S38° 06' 12"E S37° 27' 42"E 607+15.20' 0.3183 (d)
81 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 859.06' S37° 27' 42"E 608+15.96' 616+75.02'
82 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 79.71' 18000.00' 616+75.02' 617+54.73' 0.2537 (d) 79.71' S37° 35' 19"E S37° 27' 42"E S37° 42' 56"E 617+14.87' 0.3183 (d)
83 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1492.98' S37° 42' 56"E 617+54.73' 632+47.71'
84 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 270.54' 18000.00' 632+47.71' 635+18.24' 0.8611 (d) 270.53' S37° 17' 05"E S37° 42' 56"E S36° 51' 15"E 633+82.98' 0.3183 (d)
85 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 779.23' S36° 51' 15"E 635+18.24' 642+97.47'
86 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 355.38' 18000.00' 642+97.47' 646+52.86' 1.1312 (d) 355.38' S36° 17' 19"E S36° 51' 15"E S35° 43' 23"E 644+75.17' 0.3183 (d)
87 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1538.87' S35° 43' 23"E 646+52.86' 661+91.72'
88 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 272.03' 18000.00' 661+91.72' 664+63.75' 0.8659 (d) 272.03' S35° 17' 24"E S35° 43' 23"E S34° 51' 26"E 663+27.74' 0.3183 (d)
89 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 2051.55' S34° 51' 26"E 664+63.75' 685+15.31'
90 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 98.54' 18000.00' 685+15.31' 686+13.85' 0.3137 (d) 98.54' S35° 00' 50"E S34° 51' 26"E S35° 10' 15"E 685+64.58' 0.3183 (d)
91 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1209.73' S35° 10' 15"E 686+13.85' 698+23.58'
92 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 57.90' 18000.00' 698+23.58' 698+81.48' 0.1843 (d) 57.90' S35° 04' 43"E S35° 10' 15"E S34° 59' 12"E 698+52.53' 0.3183 (d)
93 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1191.38' S34° 59' 12"E 698+81.48' 710+72.86'
94 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 51.29' 18000.00' 710+72.86' 711+24.15' 0.1632 (d) 51.29' S35° 04' 05"E S34° 59' 12"E S35° 08' 59"E 710+98.50' 0.3183 (d)
95 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1072.59' S35° 08' 59"E 711+24.15' 721+96.74'
96 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 22.11' 18000.00' 721+96.74' 722+18.85' 0.0704 (d) 22.11' S35° 06' 52"E S35° 08' 59"E S35° 04' 46"E 722+07.79' 0.3183 (d)
97 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1073.66' S35° 04' 46"E 722+18.85' 732+92.51'
98 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 83.66' 18000.00' 732+92.51' 733+76.17' 0.2663 (d) 83.66' S35° 12' 45"E S35° 04' 46"E S35° 20' 44"E 733+34.34' 0.3183 (d)
99 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1350.50' S35° 20' 44"E 733+76.17' 747+26.67'
100 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 239.88' 18000.00' 747+26.67' 749+66.55' 0.7636 (d) 239.88' S34° 57' 50"E S35° 20' 44"E S34° 34' 56"E 748+46.61' 0.3183 (d)
101 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1328.84' S34° 34' 56"E 749+66.55' 762+95.39'
102 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 379.37' 18000.00' 762+95.39' 766+74.76' 1.2076 (d) 379.37' S35° 11' 09"E S34° 34' 56"E S35° 47' 23"E 764+85.08' 0.3183 (d)
103 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 387.95' S35° 47' 23"E 766+74.76' 770+62.71'
104 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 485.65' 18000.00' 770+62.71' 775+48.37' 1.5459 (d) 485.64' S35° 01' 00"E S35° 47' 23"E S34° 14' 38"E 773+05.55' 0.3183 (d)
105 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 177.80' S34° 14' 38"E 775+48.37' 777+26.16'
106 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 120.50' 1425.37' 777+26.16' 778+46.66' 4.8437 (d) 120.46' S36° 39' 56"E S34° 14' 38"E S39° 05' 15"E 777+86.45' 4.0197 (d)
107 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 366.46' S39° 05' 15"E 778+46.66' 782+13.12'
108 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 172.91' 18000.00' 782+13.12' 783+86.03' 0.5504 (d) 172.91' S39° 21' 46"E S39° 05' 15"E S39° 38' 16"E 782+99.57' 0.3183 (d)
109 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 510.40' S39° 38' 16"E 783+86.03' 788+96.43'
110 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 121.57' 1425.37' 788+96.43' 790+18.00' 4.8867 (d) 121.53' S42° 04' 52"E S39° 38' 16"E S44° 31' 28"E 789+57.25' 4.0197 (d)
111 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 349.96' S44° 31' 28"E 790+18.00' 793+67.96'
112 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 148.21' 18000.00' 793+67.96' 795+16.17' 0.4718 (d) 148.21' S44° 45' 38"E S44° 31' 28"E S44° 59' 47"E 794+42.07' 0.3183 (d)
113 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 560.34' S44° 59' 47"E 795+16.17' 800+76.51'
114 Curve Constrained on Both Sides (Free) Radius 273.85' 18000.00' 800+76.51' 803+50.36' 0.8717 (d) 273.85' S44° 33' 38"E S44° 59' 47"E S44° 07' 29"E 802+13.44' 0.3183 (d)
115 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 413.87' S44° 07' 29"E 803+50.36' 807+64.23'
116 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 545.63' S44° 07' 29"E 807+64.23' 813+09.87'
117 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 595.14' S44° 07' 29"E 813+09.87' 819+05.01'
118 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 789.05' S44° 07' 29"E 819+05.01' 826+94.06'
119 Line Not Constrained (Fixed) Two points 1474.93' S44° 48' 37"E 826+94.06' 841+68.98'
E-4
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1. TO PROVIDE FOR SAFE CLEARANCE FROM
OCS POLE-MOUNTED EQUIPMENT, NO
STRUCTURE WHICH IS MORE THAN 10 FEET
HIGH ABOVE TOP OF RAIL SHALL BE
CONSTRUCTED WITHIN 9 FEET FROM THE
FIELD SIDE OF THE CENTERLINE OF THE OCS
POLE.
2. CROSS SECTIONS ARE TYPICAL AND WILL
VARY DEPENDING ON WIDTH OF MEDIAN.
3. SOUND AND COLLISION BARRIERS WILL
BE BUILT 7.5 FEET HIGH TO AVOID VEHICLE
INTRUSION PER HSR DESIGN CRITERIA 6.3.2.1
4. PER CALTRANS DESIGN MANUAL, INDEX
301.1 – LANE WIDTH, TRAVEL WAYS SHOULD
BE 12' WIDE.
5. PER CALTRANS DESIGN MANUAL, TABLE
302.1 BOLDFACE STANDARDS FOR PAVED
SHOULDER WIDTHS ON HIGHWAYS, 10 FT
RIGHT SHOULDER AND 5 FT LEFT SHOULDER.
6. SEE HANDCALC PACKAGE FOR BRIDGE
DEPTH CALCULATION AND FOR VERTICAL
CURVE CALCULATION.
7. USING TOP AT PEAK OF PAVEMENT AS
ZERO DATUM SINCE ELEVATION DATA IS
UNKNOWN.
8. PROFILE GRADE IS ALONG BRIDGE
BOTTOM (TO ACCOMMODATE CLEARANCES)
Elevation with Skew Widths
Scale: 1/32" = 1'-0"
52'-3" 72'-10" 52'-3"42'-4" 42'-3"
2
1














Cross Section @ Bent 2-5









Abutment 1 Bent 2 Abutment 6Bent 3 Bent 4 Bent 5
48'
10' 12' 12' 10'



























































































































































Cross Section @ Abutment














1. THE TWO ADJACENT BRIDGES PROVIDE A
VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF 14'-7" TO THE
LOCAL ROAD. THEREFORE THE HSR BRIDGE
IS ASSUMED TO BE ABLE TO USE THIS SAME
VERTICAL CLEARANCE.
2. CROSS SECTIONS ARE TYPICAL AND WILL
VARY DEPENDING ON WIDTH OF MEDIAN.
3. PER CALTRANS DESIGN MANUAL, INDEX
301.1 – LANE WIDTH, TRAVEL WAYS SHOULD
BE 12' WIDE.
4. PER CALTRANS DESIGN MANUAL, TABLE
302.1 BOLDFACE STANDARDS FOR PAVED
SHOULDER WIDTHS ON HIGHWAYS, 10 FT
RIGHT SHOULDER AND 5 FT LEFT SHOULDER.
5. SOUND AND COLLISION BARRIERS WILL
BE BUILT 7.5 FEET HIGH TO AVOID VEHICLE
INTRUSION PER HSR DESIGN CRITERIA 6.3.2.1
6. USING TOP AT PEAK OF PAVEMENT AS
ZERO DATUM SINCE ELEVATION DATA IS
UNKNOWN.
7. PROFILE GRADE IS ALONG BRIDGE
BOTTOM (TO ACCOMMODATE CLEARANCES)
9"
18'-6"
3'-6"Abutment 1 Abutment 2
Existing I-5 Southbound Bridge





















































PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION
Appendix G 
Overhead Bridge Design Calculations 
G-1
Senior Design Prelim Bridge Calcs Devin Schmidt 1 of 2
PRELIM CURVE DESIGN








＝y ((x)) ++⋅a x2 ⋅b x c
CONSTRAINTS:
1. Freeway EOP to bridge deck 16.5' [Caltrans Required Vertical Clearence]
2. HSR TOR to bridge deck 27' [HSR Technical Memorandum]
Try Prelim vertical curve length (From auto cad drawings from EOP to EOP)
≔L 166 ft









≔y ((x)) ++⋅a x2 ⋅b x c
=y ((71 ft)) 19.751 ft < 27' TOO LOW
Try Designing for HSR TOR as constraint
Reorganize equation to find what BVC should be
≔c =--27 ft ⋅a ((71 ft))
2
⋅b 71 ft 23.749 ft
DEPTH OF STRUCTURE PRELIM FOR REGULAR ABUTMENT
Outerspan = with skew: 56'
Inner Span = 73' GOVERNS ≔spanmax 73 ft
FOR PC/PS I BEAMS PRECAST GIRDER, DEPTH/MAX SPAN RATIO IS 0.055
FROM COMPARATIVE BRIDGE COSTS GUIDE JAN 2016
≔ds =0.055 spanmax 4.015 ft
≔ds 4 ft USE as prelim depth
COLUMN CALCS - using  CALTRANS Bridge Design Details 2.1 October 2019
G-2
Senior Design Prelim Bridge Calcs Devin Schmidt 2 of 2
COLUMN CALCS - using  CALTRANS Bridge Design Details 2.1 October 2019 
≔dc 3 ft
















Structure width with skew: 
≔ws =――――――――
(( ++++12 12 10 10 4)) ft
sin ((63 °))
53.872 ft Std lane and shoulder width with some 
wiggle room for railings




2.155 ft 3 Columns Required
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